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THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.
of friends by his kind nature, relenting disposition,
and his desire at all times to get the best out of the
worst, and make all happy. It is with si'1cere regret the public generally says goodbye to him in
his depature for his new field of labor, and he
would be cheerfully welcomed on his return to
Gallatil} County.-Warsaw
(Ky.) Independent.
[Since the above was written, Bro. Bernard has
married a most excellent· Christian woman, a true
co-laborer with him in all his work. He has al '"
been called and taken charge of the Christian
Church in Meridian, Miss., and is giving perfec~
satisfaction.
There is a bright outlook for both
this church and preacher.
The church is only
3 years old, but is one of the livest and aggresliive
congregations in MisEissippi. They own their own
house, have preaching all the time, and are destined
to be a great power for God in Mississippi.-ED. ]

r

SAMUEL

M.

.._ ..

BERNARD.

Mississippi

Delta News.

Samuel M. Bernard was born' in Louisville,
Ky., December 12, 1873, and is the son of Samuel
KILBY FERGUSON, COAHOM.I.
M. Bernard and Mary Johnston Bernard, his
father being a well-known lawyer of the Falls City.
The mail has brought me a leter from J.ny
Rev. Bernard was educated in the pubHc schools ministerial brother, Flourney Payne, the popular,
of that city, taking the full twelve years' course,
regular pastor of our churches at Geenville, Lagraduating from the Male High School in 1892 with mont, Friar's Point, and Coahoma, ir which he in- .
distinction, being one of the class orators at com- forms me that at the close of this Honth he will
mencement.
He entered the Kentucky University
vacate his field of labor. This I can say: I regret
at Lexington in September, 1892, and was the
his decision, as do all the congregl:.tion. He has
winner of the Transylvanian Oratorical Contest at been reasonably successful, and leaval a good recLexington in Vay, 1894. While in college he held ord and a people who love him.
one protracted meeting at Ford, Clark County,
Their prayers and mine go with aim. I know
Ky., lasting two weeks and resulting in 83 additions
his people to love them. They forrood a part of
to the church.
He graduated from the ministerial
my seventeen churches for whicQ I formerly
departl~ent of the Kentucky University III June,
preached.
1895, his. class average being one of the highest
Any energetic. cultured, young Jreacher, with
among the' twenty-one graduates.
He began a c:ear record behind him, who mlY obtain said
preae'<bingat the age of 18 years, and was called to field, will find a generous, noble peop;e, with whom
the pastorate of the Warsaw ehui'ch in October,
to labor and who will appreciate his hbors and will
1894. He was soon after called to the South Fork,
try and reward him financially.
Sugar tl'~ek, and Sparta churches, and Franklin
WE ARE HAPPY NOW
chh"t"ch,in Switzerland County, Indiana. All of because our ~tate evangelIst, John- L Stevens, is
the~e dmrcbeQ..have grown in a marked degree in in our midst, not on a pleasure trip, 1ut to help us
the past two yea\:s. The 'Warsaw churcL has had work in his and our Lord's vineyard. .you readers
27 additions during the past year. That church
will naturally say, "Well, what has 1e done, and
has contributed to nine different missionary enter- what is he doing, that make you all fee so happy?"
prises during the past year, and he leaves the
Well, in the fh;st place, the kind-hearted, talchurch with a bright prospect for the future, as ented, M. E. preacher at Louistown, Coahoma
perfect good will prevails in the church.
County, MiSE., re~ntJy said to me:,"Ihaveheld
For such a young man, Rev. 'Bernard has a protracted me'fJng here this Je, ,)n this town,_
achieved a great deal, and it is due to his perseveralso Joe Jones, il.nd both meetings failed; no adance, will-power, and his willingness to take a small ditions. Now, I want you, 01" Bro. J. A. Stevens,
beginning and push it to the front, even if Hlccess to hold a meeting iu my chur!Jh bfilding, and see
comes during the last quarter of the struggle. His what you people can do."
I ~lnediately
wrote
work hus been marked with the touch of a true Bro. Stevens. He came and preached nine serChristian gentleman, and though pst entering man- mons, a fair intl'rest 'was aroused, and one talented
,hood, he has already accomplrshe4. what many young man made the. g~(d confession and was bapolder work ere in the
er's vin&ya could be tized. If Bro. S. could have had time to have held
well pron of. P
on
he is a
't amiable a regular two weeks' meeting, greater results would
gentleman, and he has endeared h'
to a host have followed. Bro. S. visited Friar's Point, Belin,
I

•
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Davis' Chapel, Coahoma, and Lost Lake, preachng on an average one sermon at each place, thereby strengthening our members, and paving the way
for future ·success. Bro. S. has never held a meeting in the Delta that has not made friends for the
Christian Church. I attribute my success in the
Delta largely to Bro. Stevens.
RECENT

GROWTH

ous pain, that delightful excruciation called love is
no respecter of persons. It will take up a friend of
mine and confuse him, who previous to its attack,
was as calm, as serene and independent in .single
life as a distant Neptune laughing at the sun. The
coming woman believes that love is but a cordi~c
fungii-but
an oxidization upon the iron will of female intellect. Others of them are not so theoretic, and believe that love is but the meteoric radiation caused from corpuscular explosion. Other
"coming wo~en," st~ll less philosophical, think
that love is but the hallucinary effect of the frequent
juxtaposition of antipodal organisms. The ,. going
man" ]s not certain about it. Brother Phares and
his sweet wife dont know a thing about it, and care
less. To say the least, theirs was an old-time love
match, born of the affinity theory or no theory.
Brother Phares is of a fine family, and is truly a
prince among our young ministers. Sister Eula
comes from the Whitlley-Draden family, only known
to be honored by thousands of Mis~issippians. In·
behalf of this couple I will plead that two undying
cupids may tangle their wings above the threshold
of this new-made home, and there stand poised for- •

in membership and church organization in my field,
since the first of May, 1896, may be stated as follows: .In May, at Lost Lake, we had not so much
as one member. Bro. S. came into my field to
spend a few (lays preaching one or more sermons at
established points, and in passing Lost Lake he
preached one sermon and had four confessions.
The nex;t week I visited the same place, preached
three sermons, and also had several confessions.
There began regular services each~.month .. Now
we have on record_thirty members. It is known as
Christian Church, at Lost Lake. Postoffice, Belen,
Quitman County, Mississippi. They own one acre
of ground and are now arranging to build. R. F.
Bailey and Thomas Barnett are the elders.
The Shotwell Christian Church, six miles north
of Dublin, in the same county, came into existence
in August, 1896. Twenty-two out of twenty-six
were ?aptized by me in' the beautiful Ca"ssady
bayou. Reuben Shotwell i" clerk. They have
regular preaching each month: Their postoffice is
Dublin, Miss., and they are engaged in building a
church house, and have fair prospects of future
growth.
Auburn Christian Church, Earnest Postoffice,
Coahoma County, under a meetiIJg held by the
writer in August, 1896, came into existence with
thirty-one members, of whom twenty-two were
baptized in the lovely waters of Sunflower river.
Jackson Lantrip is clerk of said Auburn Christian
Church.
The Christian Church, near umner, Tall ahatchie County, Miss., came int ~.xistence in September, 1896, under the wJ;i s preaching, with
twelve members. They use a "union house," a
large nice frame building, well lighted and seated.
The building is half way between the two t'Ownsof
Sumner and Webb, they being two miles apart. Dr.
.:McKay of Webb is church clerk. They have regular preaching by the writer. Until very lately the
writer has had the Delta all to himself.

..- ..

Mississippi.
JOHN

.A. STEVENS.

ever.
Yes, and they marry in the Delta as well. Cupid's wings care not.£or the density of the atmosphere they cleave. In high altitudes his wing a
stronger stroke doth give. In Mississippi Swamp
with graceful ease he shaves the air.
GOSSET-HAYNES.
.;-

...."Sl;other Andrew Gosset and Sister Luna Haynes
were united in marriage on Dec. ¥, the writer officiating. The service took place in the splendid
home of, the bride's parents, Brqther and Sister E.
T. Haynes, of Coahoma, Miss. Miss Luna is a tall
blonde -'young,
beautiful,
and accomplished.
Bnther Gossett is a tall brunette, of the sturdy
but handsome type. They were beautifully.attired.
the parlor decel'ati
were somewhat uni e. The
minister stood . a rotto of evergreen, and the
bride and gr~om unde; 'a' nopy of evergreen relieued with flowers. The din
just aft§n' the marriage was first-class. The coupfe sta~ted at P. M.
for a bridal tour, having been married at kig'- noon.
A storm of rice and old shoes followed them .
The WrIter don't mind being embraced, provided it is done by those who have the legal, social,
and moral right teA .perforD;! such function. But.
. for the last few days he has been in the rugged
arms of a villian known as " La Grippe."
If ou
never had it, I will tell you what it is like: It ilS
like the wo st cold you ever had, -flavored with
measles ~n
iked, :with asthma. "

"William Washington Phares and Eula Lea.
Whitney, Married. December the. twenty-third,
eighteen hundred and ninety-six. Fay~tte, Mis~- b
issippi." This i~ ata beam'
,nvelope contained,
which the mail car~ier threw poJ our de's to-day ..
This proves to me that tlie sweet misery, that jOy-

on a' strong, healthy
~~~~~~~t
year.
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South Kentucky Field Notes.
J. W.

GANT,ELKTON,KY.

The Evangelist, as is known to the brethren of
South Kentucky was suspended last July.
Since
then we have been at sea, not knowing much of
what each other was doing. During this time the
political newspaper was abroad in the land. a~d
politics ran high. As a natural result, our South
Kentucky work was, to a great extent, lost sight of
by many. Through the columns of the MESSENGER,
we hope to renew our acquaintance and get in touch
with each other once more. In order to do this, it
becomes an absolute necessity for our South Kentucky prear,hers to report their work to the MESSENGER. Brethren frequently, when asked to write
a newsy letter for a paper, s~y they have nothing
to write that would be of interest to anyone.
Brethren, let us know whot you have done during
the past year, where you have preached, and what
will be your fields of labor next year. These are
matters of general interest.
Brethren, let us hear
from you, as we' are anxious to begin the new year
with South Kentucky well represented.
We were very glad to have W. H. Finch with
us a few days during Christmas week. Brother
Finch removes from St. Charles, Hopkins county,
to Cadiz,'Ti-igg county, where correspon~ents will
hereafter address him.

:R:L:

Clark has resigned at Bowling Green,
and will be succeeded by S. F. Fowler, who has
preached for the past three years at Madisonville,
This is Brother Fowler's second call to Bowling
Qreen, where he labored very successfully several
'. rs before going to Madisonville. This is a compliment to a man who deserves it all, and more too.
Brother Clark has not, I learn, accepted a call anyw,Jfere. tliA..nycongregation desiring to secure the
~tfservices of a talented young man of excellent char:,icter would do well to address R. L. Clark, Bowling
Green, Ky.
J. W. Ligon will
year. Brother Ligon
young men in South
pre iated by those for

l'

continue at Trenton another
is one of the beRt informed
Kentucky, and is highly apwhom he labors.

ers, so I will omit the mention of any oth,ers until' I
send in my next batch of notes. In the IDE;)an
-time
I hope the preachers will speak for themselv~s,
which will be more appreciated by our readers:
In
next week's notes I Rhall endeavor to say something
a.bout the South Kentucky work.
Brethren, don't forget to send the MESSENGER
man a good list of subscribers for 1897.

.._ ..

Alabama, Field Notes.
The past week was spent with the Sand.Hill
brethren, where the East Alabama convention was
held. It will be remembered that J. A. Branch
and the writer held a meeting here in August, baptized 48 one week, organized a church with ,59
members, and appointed a committee to build a
hORse to worship in. The house is up, floored and
covered. They lack the windows, ceiling, and
painting; but they have gone beyond our expe~tations. .surely they mean business.
The convention was a suc<;ess. Near $100 was
pledged for missions
Of this amount, the baby
church of Alabama
and Hill). pledged near $30,
and said this was only the beginning.
One. thing
very noticeable is that churches planted by missionary preachers are ve1'y much more liberal than any
others.
The preachers present were J. A. Branch, L.
A. Dale, W. M. D3wdell, E. V. Spicer, and O. P.
Spiegel.
Corinth, Lebanon, Harmony. Phamix City,
Shady Grove, and Sand Hill were represented.
The brethren all seemed plealed with the success
of the convention.
J. A. Branch made a ~ood president and threw
zeal and enthusiasm into the meetings.
Their next convention will meet in Phrenix
City Tuesday, 'Vednesday, and Thursday before
the fourth Lord's day in August.

I was truly glad to meet Brother Dale, of
Phrenix City. He is in hearty sympathy with all
our missionarywork, and is an able man. I should
I.e
7::- ~.W. H. Ligon, of Salem, Liv,;ngston county, not fear for him to represent us anywhere. He
has made no engagement for next year. Any con- very much resembles Mississippi's W. W. Phares.
gregation desiring to employ a man of first-class If I had Phares and Dale yoked together I would
ability, who will be aided in hilS work by an excel- not take a pretty fo them. Bro Dale ~ays he is
lent" preacher's wife," would do well to address very anxious to re-visit two or three of his former
fields of labor in this country and undo the work
Brother Ligon.
he did when he saw through a glass darkly.
It
Our old friend. H. C. Ford, of Nebo, will dewill be remembered that Dale made a record in a
vote one Lord'iS day each to •.the following congregations: Bondley, Union count'; SaJ~m and Ha •...
- Texas lawsuit. It seemR that a very few of the
ton, Liv\ngstllln county. -No-mati succeeds in doing brethren in one of the Texas churches where Dale
as preaching undertook to control the large mamore efficient work,than Brother Ford.
jority in matters of. "()pinion. So the minority side
I find that I neithe~ have ti le nor ,'pace to sued the majority side for possession of the church
ltion in det ., an the fields 6f e various preach- ,
house. The suit was entered as Non-progressive
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disciples against Progres8ive disciples. The attorney for the Non-progressives asked Dale to state in
plain words the difference, as nearly as he could,
betwelln the two" wings."
Dale answered: "The
neare~t I can cnme at it is. the Non-progressives
believe in sittin' down and ~ittin', while the Progressives believe in gittin' up and gittin'."
Spicer is a power in a convention. They all
appreciated him.
On my way to the convention I stopped off in
Montgome!y and spent a pleasant night in the hospitable home of Brother and Sister C. E. Walton ..
I have many friends in this our capital city.
O. P. SPIEGEL.
Birmingham.
ON RESOLUTIONS.
[The following is the committee'R report on
resolutions in the East Alabama convention at Sand
Hill, Dec. 29, and published in the GOSPELMESSENGERby unanimous request of the convention. ]
Your committee on resolutionR beg to report
the following:
1. That we thank almighty God for 3 people
claiming to be simply disciples of Jesus, striving to
unite a divided religious world upon the Bible alone
as an all-sufficient foundation.
2. That we thank Him for what has been
done during the past year in establishing the primitive order of things, not only at this place, but also
at other points in our state and throughout the
world.
3. That we thank God for this convention of
Christians.
4. That the thanks of this convention be given
to E. V. Spicer, Selma's beloved minister, for the
,assistance he has rendered during its sessions by
his able sermons, warm exhortations, and words of
wisdom in the various committee rooms.
5. R~solved that our unanimouR thanks be
extended the disciples and friends of this church
and commun.ity for the hospitable manner in which
they have entertained this convention.
Respectfully su,bmitted,
THE COMMITTEE.

(!.ortesponbence =-

==

Drawing the Line.
Since our conversation sometime ago I have
been thinking much as to your suggestion about
the change needed in conducting our disputations,
both amongst our own people and others. You say
great injury has been done to the cause of Christ
on account of the unlovely manner and spirit in
discussion.
One or both parties have been made
nervous and greatly annoyed on account of the

6

want of nice, sweet spirit in discus'3ing questions.
Thus we can see how needless and injurious are
such di8putations to individuals. And the injury
does not stop here. I agree with you that we must
contend earnestly for" the faith once delivered to
the saints."
But to do so firmly, and at the same
time gently and sweetly, are not feats within the
reach of all at this time. You think that one
should come out of an hour or two's discussion
ready to enter into and enjoy the sweetest meditation alone with the Lord. As it is, you think one
is usually unfitted for any 8uch meditations.
I am
at a loss to know when I shall be in that state of
self-control to do as you say-that is, keep sweet.
Some people annoy a body on the most indifferent
question. These are dogmatic and haughty; they
know it all, and they act as if you were an ignoramus. They are cyclonic in manner and little
better as to the spirit manifested.
To submit under some circumstances seems wrong, but to meet
the disputant is to be annoy~d seriously, and have
your nerves almost shattered by his very disagreeable conduct. You pointed out the ugly things written in the papers by those who seem to revel in
saying hard thingg about those who do not agree
with them. Should we not avoid these thioas
o ,
you ask? But the question is, how can we avoid
them? Can you inform me as to the how, and lit
the sam.e time enable me to see my way in reachin~
that attainment?
If I appear silly in thus questioning you. attribute it to my desire to do right in
all things. There are so many things I wish to
talk about; I am so desirous of getting good and
doing good that I hope you'll bear with me, for I
do not wish to be a burthen to you, yet I am desirous of help. Stop me when you can' stand me no
longer, and I'll not be hurt at you. Yours as ever,
B. B. BURSEE.
Dear BU1'see: You seem to be in no little trouble about your duty to "contend earnestly for the
faith once for all delivered to the saints," and at
the same time do so, and yet keep in the finest of
feeling and spirit. You seem to be resolved to
"stand up for the faith," and yet keep sweet. You
put a number of questions, a few of which can receive only a partial answer at this writing. I w~~ld
suggest in the firRt place' that disputants should define clearly the point or points of difference. The
meaning of each term should be fixed definitely and
accepted by both. Then, next, the standard of appeal should be agreed to by both. In the third
place, a little time should be taken to get
into· the finest frame of feeling before entering
upon the discus8ion. It would be well to converse socially for awhile on the filet that you
are both seeking the truth.
It would be very helpful to read together 1 Cor. 13th. chapuno, and note
the kind of person therein
t f~tth. Then if both
will 'resolve to be g~d
t~e spirit thus pointed

"
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out, the discussion can begin with prospects of a
glad search for truth.
Let both determine that the
discussion must stop as soon as either becomes the
least petulant, and let some time be given to restore
the desired state of feeling. Religious men should
keep calm when discussing any and all questions,
and specially so when on religious subjects. The
neglect of this has resulted in many hard and
hurtful sayings. It is very deplorable to see, hear,
or read these ugly things amongst Christian people.
Failure is sure to overtake such, and therefore, as
we long for the triumph of truth, let us strIve to
push the cause in love, and always keep sweet.
To control one's powers, one's words, and thus
keep sweet should be coveted by all, and should be
attained by all even at tremendous outlay of time
and energy. An editor, once admonished that he
was by his harshness driving many of his former
friends from him and from his paper, replied that
he would hold one class of his readers, naming
them, because they hate everyone who criticizes
me in any way. There always will be, I suppose,
those who follow after men, rather than seekers of
truth.
Thi~ cause does not require much investigation, and little self-restraint.
How easy it is for
a partisan to get cross, be disagreeable, and spitefully argue questions to the annoyance of all present. Such should learn that the truth can be defended and propagated far more successfully with
all classes by being of a sweet spirit and kindly in
expres!;ion, and at the same time not use one word
that is hurtful to anyone, not even to the very sensitive. When will our poor world learn that
" speaking the truth in love" is the royal way, because it is Heaven's way? The editor referred to
reckoned upon holding his few friends because they
were of a class like himself. Thus he could live
while his like lived and were numerous enough to
8ustain him. But by and by the day of failure arrived, and thus the editor's life was closed in a sad
way. He died with a sad feeling for our poor
world. He made attacks upon not a few, and when
shown his mistake, he made not amends for his attacks. How sad that a life should thus close. The
Christian man should be ever kind and gentle to all.
I suggest that you and your friends often talk
over socially the points wherein you agree, as well
as the pointil wherein yoU: disagree. It may surprise you to find that there are so many points of
agreement-this
will cause all to feel good.
Once upon a time, two men thus did, and they
were astonished tofi nd that they were together along
so many lines, and after talking over their discovery they resolved' to have a good time in their future
ntercourse.
Points of difference would now and
then come up, but they kept so close to the Master
that they had few words that were hurtful.
They
each had become filled with the spirit of the Master, and hence their lives were more blessed thanin
former years. Be it remembered, these friends re-

solved, and stuck tv it, that they would 8ettle al
points of difference between them by an appeal to
the Bible. And when that" book, and what that
book taught were accepted by both, but when that
book did not instruct, each treated the other with a
lovely spirit. Why? Because they said if either
held a thing not taught by the Book of books, then
that something must be a matter of small moment,
and hence should not be a bone of contention. It
mfght be looked at and talked over often as a matter of opinion. The opinion should be held,
though, as opinion, and its effects noted, lior a tree
is known by its fruits.
Here many persons need
to turn and see the ,conduct of these two friends.
They had sweet fellowship when the Book was the
standard and last lind final resort whenever and
wherever that book taught. Where it taught not, all
are equally free to hold opinions, as such, but never
make them gui¢les and tests of fellowship. Here the
world is troubled religiously. Here I lay down my
pen for awhile, till I hear from you again. Yours,

....._ ..

G.

GREELERN.

The Business of Soul Saving.
C. J. BURTON.
COMMERCIALS

FOR

CHRIST.

"Then he that had received five talents went
and traded with the same, and made other flve
talents."
Matt. 25:16.
The Christian is a trader, a merchant in the
most extensive, most prosperous, and most important business in this world, the business of soul
saving. Before going further, read the following:
I. It is of vaster importance than any other
b\lsiness.
"The merchandise of it is better than the
merchandise of silver, ~nd the gain thereof than
fine gold."
II. Business is conducted on the cash system.
He delivered to his servants his "goods,"
" talents,"
" pounds,"
"money. "
We must
transact business for the Lord, using his capital
stock. The poor have equal privileges with the
rich in the Lord's business.
III. Notice that the houses are of various
kinds.
" Goods," " money," riches, houses and lands,
time, health, wealth, genius, intellect, knowledge,
education, strength, reason, influence, opportunity,
privilege, and abilities, all are talents with which to
serve God. Every Christian has some kind of a
talent intrusted to his charge.
IV. The talents are given in different proportions.

" And unto one he gave five talents, to another
two, and to another one." Matt. 25 :14.
All have not the same gifts, Some are by
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pleased and will not forget the giver. Thanlt God
the honest heart that endeavors to serve God, though
results may not follow, will not fail of hi8 reward.
I thank him to-day sincerely for that opportunity
to help in his service, though my help was rendered
worthless to the world. It has been of great help
to me since that day. God has led me to see larger
things in the kingdom of Christ than I saw then,
and to appreciate more the opportunity of rendering
any service in his name, for his cause. That monnothing."
ey
was given in hesitancy. Now my regret is my
VI. God requires of everyone according to
inability to give more to His blessed service. He
ability.
has been very patient with me through these years.
He required five times as much of the first as
But like a kind Father, his hand has led me, and
he did of the last (in the parable), because his
my feet, though often slipping, have been kept in
ability was five times greater.
Think of that,
the narrow way till this glad day. Blessed be His
brother Christian, while you are at work, and do
holy name forever!
We ought to be grateful for
well \7hat you have' ability to do.
His
inkdness
in
the
past.
God has greatly honored
VII. In conclusion, one must keep the Lord's
us. May he spare us for service many years In the
money in circulation.
"Thou oughtest, therefore,
have put ym future.
I begiu a meeting at Rockwood next Lord's
money to the exchanges."
Matt. 25: 27. Do not
day. We hope for a good meeting. Pray for us.
dig down in the earth and hide it away, do not put
it in a napkin, but "trade"
with it, buy and sell. Brother Shelburne has prepared the churc.h for the
meeting. May 9'od give us a great victory. E.
Make the best of your abilities and opportunities.
C. Buck is at Poplar Ridge in a promising meeting.
"Let your light so shine before men.
J. L. Haddock begins Sunday at Petersburg.
All
the departments of our Missionary are prosperous.
We are hopeful for the future. The church at Dover has engaged Brother Matthews for one-half his
A. I. MYHR.
time. That is right, and he is a good man. The
A Happy New Yea?' to all. This is a day of church will grow till it can support a minister for
hope. The doors of time are closed behind us. God's
all his time. Con8ecrated ministers are greatly
hand opens the portals to new ol'portunities before
needed by all the churches unsupplied. The time
us. The account of the past year has closed. is near when every church mtlsf have a preacher for
Blessed is he who can give a good account of him- a part or all of his time to do real work, or the church
self to ldmself.
The time server cannot-only -he must die. The sooner we begin to appreciate this
who has acted in harmony with his highest knowl- fact so long neglected, the better for the cause of
edge of right, as-taught by GQd, can. Brother, do our Lord.
you concede that a thing is right and then permit
Chattanooga, Jan. 1, 1897.
some reason, dictated by policy, to prevent you
from doing the rIght admitted? Repent of your
Hon. W. T. Ratliff, Sheriff of Hinds county,
sin against yourself before you pass into the new Miss., writes us on receipt of Caskey's Last Book:
year. God cannot make efficient servants out of
"We are all delighted with the book and feel that
time-servers.
They are untrue to themselves, and you and Bro. Manire have done a good work in
therefore untrue to God. When we do our best,
getting it out, for which we in common with many
we are unprofiLllble 8ervants. How much more good citizens should be grateful.
Wishing you great
when we do not our best, as we see it. Some peo- usefulness in your new field of labor, I am yours
ple have fallen under the burden of sin during the truly,
W. T. RATLIFF."
past year whom you might have saved-whose bur---_
den might have been lightened-whose
heart made
The editor was kindly remembered Christmas
glad in the Mastt-r's fellowli'hip. "What is our rec- by two of his friends, Mr ..Elwood Brnn and Micah
o?'dlf Blessed is he who has no reproach against
Combs. The former p,resented us with a fat gobhimself because of the unsaved ..
bler while the latter left in our sanctum a larue ham

nature and education, or otherwise, enabled to do
more than others.
V. We must make use of small talent8 as well
as great ones. See Matt. 25: 18, 24-27.
" Oh, yes, if I could just preach like Tnlmage,
or Tyler, or Updike, I would be a preacher," says
one. And another says, "If I could be Sunday
school superintendent, or elder in the church, I
would take an active part, but as I cannot, I will do

.._ ..

Tennessee Field Notes.

..- ..

_----

..•

•

The .first money given by the writer to the
Lord was $5. The deacon to whom I gave it did
not pay it to the preacher, but appropriated it for
himself-at least th~ minister said he did not receive
it. Though the help thus rendered to preach the
gospel in that section, where it was not believed,
was ~isused by others, I am confident the Lord was

of meat with the following note attached:
Dear Brother, when yon eat this ham.
You'll please remember who I am,
If you would make this present last,
You must not eat it up too fast.
If you devour it at one meal,
You don't Know how bad you'll feel.
If I'd not sent it, l'd have kept it;
So with my love you'll please accept it.
Yours, BROTHER COMBS.

0
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Our New Form.
We begin the new year with an en·
larged paper, put in a new and improved form.
Some may not like
this form as well as the old, but after
getting used to it these same people
will see its advantages and be satisfied. In changing from one torm to
another, many will nat be pleased, because to them it is an innovation, and
they are afraid of innovations.
On
the same principle, you know, that,
"father and mother got religion that
way, went to heaven on it, and it's
good enough for me."
In some
places yet, even in this advanced age
of learning, when the newspaper has
led the way, we find some people who
desire to hold on to the old-style
•. bed blanket ,. newspaper, because,
for no other reason than that it is the
kind they have been used to. Possibly this reason, too, it is good to cut
patterns out of. But my dear sfster
(men
don't
need patterns),
you
should, in the first place, not deal
that cruelly with a first-class, hightoned religioug journal j J ou should
never sever its beautiful and instructive pages with the scissors, but you
should file them away for future reference.
You can buy patterns now
t hat will fit better than you can possibly cut for much less than your time
is worth that it takes you to cut the
patterns.
But if you are bent on thus
using a paper, take a first-class daily
paper, (the Nashville Banner or Memphis Commercial), keep yourself post
ed on current events, and then ply
the scissors to them. Again: Because
some might object to the change, is
no reason for not making it. Religious papers are educators j they must
take the lead. If you dont like their
course at first, they wIll teach you to
like it, if it is a worthy move. The
tendency of the day is to adopt ~he
smaller page and make more of them.
This makes them more convenient to
read, to file away, gives better facilities for arranging departments.
The
present style of the GOSPELMESSENGD is the exact size of some of the

leading religious jonrnals of the day,
and we' hope will be as satisfactory to
the body of its readers as it is to its
editors .. We hope to make the paper
a model in manner as well as in make
up.

evil; reJOIces not in iniquity, but rejoices in the truth, beareth all things,
believeth all things, hopeth all things,
and endureth all things.
Whatever
else may fail, love never does. Besides all this, it obeys, for Jesus says,
"If a man love me he will keep my
word."
And Paul tells us in his letter to the Gallatians that in Christ JeNUMBERNINE.
pus neither circumcision nor uncirHaving in our last article examined
cumcision availeth
anything;
but
the subject of Repentance, and having
faith ener~ized and working by love.
seen that repentance is a profounder
The writer of the Gallatian letter was
aspect of faith, and that love is a comnot al ways a meek and tender- hearted
ponent part of that experience, we in
man. The writer of this 13th. chapthis issue invite attention to that great·
ter of Corinthians did not always
est of all the moral and spiritual
think love the mightiest force in the
forces which transfor'm the human
world; and the hand which wrote that
into the likeness of the divine.
grand chapter once bore the sword,
Paul concludes that splendid tribute
madly seeking to resist aI\d destroy
to love contained in 1 Cor. 13th. chapthe power that saved him. But he
ter in these words: "But now abideth
threw away his sword when he felt
faith, hope, love, these three; and the
the force of that love which brought
greatest of these is love." These three
the glorified Redeemer back to .eart,h
constitute the spiritual forces through
in order to open his eyes and turn
and by which real Christian manhood
him from darkness to light, and from
is wrought in us j and· they impart
the power of Satan unto God, and
their own character to all acts which
gave himself gladly to the doing for
result from, or fiow out of them.
the people anc;Ithe Gentiles that which
. But it is not undervaluing either faith
Christ had done for him. It was this
or repentance to say love is greater
love, begotten by the divine lo.ve, in
than either, or both, and that without
Paul, which energized his wonderful
love neither is complete.
The religpowers and kindled a fiame of enthuious world is slowly learning this
siasm for the salvation of men that
truth.
Since the dawn of the Protesmade him the greatest worker of all
tant reformation, faith has been emthe apostles.
It was this which enphasized as the one thing needful, but
abled him to rejoice in " weaknesses,
it is only when faith has absorbed into
in injuries, in necessities, in persecuits nature the strength, beauty, and
tions, in distresses for Christ's Jake,"
glory of love that it becomes the dyand made him the noblest representnamic energy to revolutionize man's
ative of his Lord that has ever lived
moral nature.
Paul regarded love as
and labored among men. It was the
greater than the power to speak with
consciousness of this love leading him
the tongues of men or of angels, and
in all his ways which caused him to
that without it the most eloquent
say, Follow me as I follow Christ.
preacher was no better than soundNone knew better than Paul the powing brass or a tinkling cymbal.
He
er and glory of love to transform and
knew it was better than the gift of
ennoble human souls. He knew that
prophecy, or the ability to understand
it had filled and gl?rified his intense
all mysteries and all that is knowable.
and vehement nature, and changed
He understood tbat without it even
the whole current of his being. The
faith, such as could remove mountains,
labors, crosses, and sorrows of his
would fail of its pnrpose.
He perfectlife were so many lessons through
ly comprehended that neither giving
which lovD was enthroned as queen
all we possess to the poor, nor the
regnant of all his thoughts, desires,
most ardent zeal would profit anything
purposes and life. Love has its inwithout love. In thus exalting love,
fancy, adolescence,
and manhood,
Paul made no mistake, for he spoke,
and is subject to the conditions of
from both the word of God and his
growth, as are all the experiences
own experience.
He, realized the
appertaining to the process of salvapower of love to transform human
tion. Like all the divinely-generated
souls, and to fill them with ardent deconditions, love grows oy exercise,
sire for the salvation of men.
and tbis world is full of opportunities
for its constant growth.
Our earthly
But that we should make no mishome is not a playhouse but a work
take as to what Paul means by love,
shop. Life is not a galaday, but a
he tells us what it does and what it
school, of which Jesus is the teacher,
does not do. It suffers long and is
and in which love is the greatest leskiJid; it envieth not, vaunteth not itson to be learned j aud it is teeming
self, is not puffed up, doth not behave
with opportunities to gain by pracitself unseemly, seeketh not her own,
tice a real knowledge of what this love
is not easily provoked, thinketh no
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is. There is abundant room for its
constant service, so that it may become the dominant force in our hearts
and lives. Love is not simply a matter of emotion or feeling.
It is that,
but it i much more. Jesus says:
" He that hath my commandments,
and lteepeth them, he it is that loveth
me."
The commandments are indicatative of the labors 01 love, which
grow out of our relation to God and
to our brother-man,
and point out to
us the exercises through which love
grows to the fulness of its glory and
power.
By these commandments the
Savior indicates and leads us along
love's path way, and thro ugh his prom·
ises shows us the glorious consumation to be attained by walking in this
heavenlv way. Love, then, is more
than emotion j it is feeling i!:l action.
It is a robust, vigilant, constant embodying in life of all di vinely - begotten
thoughts, desires, and purposes. This
is love in truth and deed.
Let us not be discouraged by any
seemingly-unfavorable
conditions of
our lives. Let us not murmur at pov-.
erty, with its cares and pressing needs j
nor at the agitations caused the poor,
narrow, and niggardly
souls with
whom they come in contact.
How do
we know- that these are not the very
things we need to endure, in order to
make us long-suffering, kind, humble,
generous, unselfish, and courteous?
Let us try to feel that this is love's
pathway, along which the Father's
loving hand is leading us. Let us not
shrink from our Father's chastenings,
which mold the inward man more and
more into His own likeness, when
they are borne with patience.
No
disaster can overwhelm the soul whose
faith and hope and love are steadfastlyanchored
in God. That soul is so
anchored who loves God supremely,
who loves the Savior and all for whom
he died.
This love, as WP have seen, is the
result of what faith sees. We cannot
love God simply because we are commanded to do so. We must see and
know God as he is before we can love
him. "God is love," and love is begotten of love. In the first epistle of
John, as rendered in the Revised
Version, it is said, " We love because
he flrst loved us."
This is the genesis of love. So the real transforming
power enters the soul through faith j
and if by faith we keep God ever in
our spiritual vision, love will grow
more and more into life, and the words
of Christ will be verified in our experience.
" This is life eternal to know
thee, the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom thou has sent."
This is
not a life which begins after death.
h has its genesis on earth, or else it
begins not at all, so far as we can
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nor less than to get at the divine
authority
for such doctrine.
Our
brethren said then, as they uniformly
and universally say now, we are willing to be bound only by the word
of the Almighty in things essential to salvation.
But in due course
of time, it came to pass that it was
not sufficient to want chapter and
verse for things essential to salva.tion,
but chapter and verse must be given
for everything done, essential, nonessential, and otherwise.
As used in
the beginning, this expression was
legitimate and correct, but it has
been perverted.
Suppose I were to
call for" chapter and verse" for the
authority for dividing the Bible into
chapter and verse j who could give
it? If no discrimination
is to be
made, no modifying of the language
allowed, we would knock the props
from under our props.
Don't you
see?

know from the divine revelation.
It
is the Christ life of love, which the
children of God now live in the flesh,
and is eternal because love never
faileth.

fERVERSION.

" BACKTOJERUS~LEM," is a phrase
that has come in for its share of perversion.
The original
meaning of
this curt phrase was something like
this: The gospel of Jesus Christ was
never preached in all its fulness, nor
as an existing fact, till on Pentecost
at Jerusalem.
Jesus said it should
"go forth from Jerusalem."
A great
deal of the religious teaching flfty
years ago, and a great deal of the
teaching of to-day for that matter,
left Jerusalem out of the account j
made the beginning of the gospel
either this side or the other side of
Jerusalem.
Our brethren
said, we
must get "back to Jerusalem," meanSister M. B. Thornton of Utica,
ing thereby that to preach the gospel
Miss., in setting up for the MESSENof Jesus correctly, we should begin at
GERfor over two years dues I!ays to
Jerusalem.
This phrase of the early
continue the paper.
We are glad to
reformers or restortlrs, like a borhave these conUnuals. Bro. J. E.
rowed horse, has been ridden most to
Beale of the same place in setting up
death.
Jerusalem
that is below is
says he don't know how to do without
the place to begin, but not the place
the MESSENGER. We are glad to hear
to end j the Jerusalem that is above
you say that my dear Bro. We wish
is the Christian's goal. If we value
we could number our friends of that
the apostles' admonition as worthy of
stripe by the thousands.
our consideration, we will leave the
flrst principles-not
reject, loose sight
of, disown nor fail to teach to sinners
-leave Jerusalem, the starting point,
and steam away for the next station,
STANDARDSUNDAYSCHOOLCOMMENan.;} the next, and keep pressing on
TARY,Standard Pub. Co" Cincinnatoward the mark of the prize of the
ti, O. Cloth, 297 pages, $1.
high calling of God which is in Christ
This an •.•ual is fully up to the high
Jesus our Lord. We'll" press on."
mark of the Standard's yearly Sunday
The way this phrase has been per- • school works, except it is fuller in
verted by many is, when a good
point of helps. ~he first important
brother
wants to leave Jerusalem
help is a dictionary of Bible names;
and go on to the next station, some
next, synoptic Life of Paul; then Kinother good brother,
who may be
dergarten Methods; hints on blackequally as good in some respects,
board work: home Bible study; Orcries out in the agony of his soul,
der of exercises, and then the Lessons
with their explanitory notes, Lessons
"BACK TO JERUSALEM!" ,
from the Lessons and helpful LitPosllibly the worst perverted
exerature.
The Lessons for this year
pression, wbich has be('ome almost a
are found in Acts, and a sludy of this
part of our religious history, is indisgreat help will give one a flne knowlcriminately calling for "chapter and
edge of that book.
verse."
At the beginning of this reWe have been furnished specimen
ligious restoration in which we are
copies of the "Little
Jewels"
of
e'ngaged the Word of the Lord had
almost been lost sight of, or had been· Sunday school series of the Gospel
Advocate Publishing Company, Nash·
supplimted by creeds and confessions
ville, Tenn. The matter is good, and
of men. The Word of God was famechanically the paper can hardly
miliarly known as the" mere word,"
be excelled.
For prices, etc., adand men's opinions were sufficient
dress as above.
for any emergency.
When
such

Book Reviews.

teachers came into contact with our
brethren and advanced a doctrine as
essential to salvation, our brethren
at once called for "chapter
and
verse," which meant nothing more

••

Mis sing an issue has caused our
communications to accumulate.
We
want to make some imp.rovements in
our paper from time to time .
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Reports from the Churches.

KENTUCKY.

-.,,-.
ALABAMA.
EUTAW: The work here and at
Olinton moves along very nicely.
The
Sunday
School, though not
large is regular in the attendance.
Our audiences are steadily increasing.
The last two Sundays I have been
greeted
wit~ the largest audiences
since the beginning of my work
here.
The plea
for
Primitive
Ohristianity is gaining favor with the
people here and we feel encouraged
over the outlook.
For the last few days the Holiness
people have been conducting a meeting in our house of worship.
To some
it may seem strange that we should
have granted them the use ot the
house; but when we remewber
how
we have been driven from churches
it will doubtless make us more charitable.
"If this doctrine be of men,
(and we undoubtedly believe it to
be,) it will be overthown."
A prominent Methodist, who is a
traveling man, remarked to me that
our people were doing more to carry
the Gosp-el to the poor than any other
religious body except the Salvation
Army.
Yes and even more than they,
because of its being carried un tarnish _
ed with human authorities.
I am glad that L. A. Dale is again
in Alabama.
He and I were schoolmates at Highland Home.
Having
congratulated him for being enlisted
in co-operative missionary work I received the following answer from him,
"A person with good common sense
cannot be on the other side, especially after having examined the question.
Dale will do a good work.
May the MESSENGERexperience a
happy and prosperous New Year in
its extended field of usefulness, and
may souls continue to be won for
Ohrist.
HOWARDJ. BRAZELTON.
PH<ENIX OITY: One addition yesterday. Our work is looking up. We
will begin bUilding in about a month.
LIT DALE.
BIRMINGHAM:This closes the third
year of my ministry in this city. There
is no reason for discouragement.
Since January last we have had ninety additions, thirty- eight of whom
came during BrotherLarimore's
meeting. Our congregations are constantly enlarging, and the interest is generally growing.
This year I shall do

more preaching than formerly, visiting at intervals different points in the
city.
The gospel, through us is gaining strongholds in Birmingham.
It is
hoped that we may be able to make
still greater gains in the coming year.
I have been called to remain with this
congregation indefinitely.
J. M. WATSON.

TENNESSEE.
OHATTANOOGA:My work here has
started off very nicely.
The outlook
is promising.
Wi~h patience, pe. severaece, and pluck (the three is), I
feel sure of success, relying as we
shall upon the blessing of God. I
trust you will be able to carry out
your cherished purpose to do much to
advance the cause in the state. There
certainly is an" open door" before
us as a people.
May we have the
courage
to enter it.
With best
wishes, I am, Yours for the cause,
M. D. OLUBB.
KNOXVILLE: Both our churches in
this city had very creditable Ohristmas
entertainments
last week.
The new
church, J. P Holms pastor, is getting
on well. Full of interest, prospect,
and hope. The church will grow.
The First Ohristian Ohurch is on the
corner of Gay and Park streets. There
is a Third Ohristian Ohurch here that
practices" footwashing."
They ought
to practice facewashing,
too.
rhe
preacher for the First church feels
like Peter Haptz did when he locked
horns with the Devil.

R. M. GIDDENS.
MEMPHIS: We had New Year's
services yesterday,' and a sermon on
the subject, "Present
Attainments
and Future Duties."
One confessed
at the morning service, and one addition by statement
at night.
We
closed 1896 with a splendid record,
having added 121 to the membership
of the church during the year.
We
are all feeling good over the present
outlook, ano think we have just reason to hope for great things this year.
Our Endeavor
Society has just one
hundred active members, and quite-a
number of associate.
We wish the
MESSENGER a happy and prosperous
New Year.
W. E. ELLIS.
JOHNSON OITY: -Dear Brother.-Had seven additions in First District
since last report.
Our work is moving along nicely. Lovingly yours in
Ohrist,
E. O. BUCK.
The MESSENGERremains $1. a yr.

I am now at home laid up with the
Grippe.
I hope now to be able to be
out towards the last of the week.
Doubtless there are some of our
purchase churches that have not made
arrangements
yet for preaching for
the coming year.
In order to be of
use to the churches in this mattel I
have been trying to learn of the available preachers.
Bro. T. M. Matthews
of Murray, is still open for a few en.
gagements.
Bro. D. W. Gilliam of
Scale has two Sundays yet untaken.
J. D. Lindsey of Ooy would do good
work if some of the churches could
secure him.

I have not heard from W. W. Morris
of Woodville, J. O. Shelton of Mayfield, W. A. Utley, of Briensburg, or
E. J. Willis of Paducah, either one of
them is a fine preacher.
Bro. Pace of
Scale, and Bros. Moore and HIll of
¥urray have all thei~ time taken.
As soon as I shall be able to goetout
I shall be among the churches pushjng our South Kentucky mission work.
Times I know. are somewhat close but
brethren by close economy,
we will
be able to pull through and shall be
the better by the effort.
But brethren
we must not begin our economy by
cutting down the Lord's part of our
income.
Let us give God his portion
first.
Once wben the Jews were in
straightened circumstances,
God told
them it was because they had withheld his portion, and invited them to
put him to the trial by contributing
his portion, and see if he would not
bless them beyond all that they could
and would expect.
See Mal. 3.
Dear brethren I would ask you to
make liberal provision for our South
Kentucky mission work.
We must
help the weak church to sustain regu1ar preaching or they will certainly
go to pieces, die, and brethren in
thinking of the work remember
we
will have to run fifteen months instead of twelve, therefore you ought
to increase your last year's pledge,
25 %, that is you should give more
this year than last by 25 % because
we have to sustain the work 25 % longer than last year.
The brethren
thought
it best to
change the time of holding the convention from the last of May to the
first of August.
This I think was
wise. It strikes the most leisure seasonin the year. especially with farmers.
And I bO'pe to see a large attendance
of farmers and business men.
Yours for Ohrist,
D. L. NELSON.
Fair Dealing, Ky., Dec. 30.

HICKMAN: It is with much delight
I learn that "an arrangement has heen
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made with the GOSPEL MESSENGER,
menta to serve 'Churches either as
of Nashville, Tenn., to fill out the uner a Baptist preacher's son. Wishing
pastor
or evangelist.
Bro. O. is an
expired
subscription, of the SO'lth
the
MESSENGERa merry Ohristmas
excellent man. This is his third year
Kentucky Evangelist."
Brother Gant's
and a happy New Year, I am yours
in',the
ministry.
When'
he
decided
trust is my hope:
"We trust that all
trUly,
FRANK LANEHART.
two year(ago to enter the work, his
the Evangelist subscribers will be well
home
congregation
gave
him
a
call.
satisfied with the com binat:on, will
PALOALTO: I have closed my forth
At the end of bis first year's services
stick to the GOSPELMESSENGER, and
year's work, leaVing all my churches
in the capacity of their bishop of SOUls,
that all Our former scribes will begin
in very good condition.
I have
he
was recalled for the second year.
at once to Rend)n communications."
preached at twelve places during this
He has served them acceptably.
He
Indeed
"let every] friends of the
year.
I g'ive below my report: Numnotified
the
church
sometime
ago
to
Evangelist
become a friend of the
ber miles traveled,
4,500; nU'mber
look out a man for his successor.
I
MESSENGER and strive to get it into
sermons preached, 168; number acrecently ml'de them a visit, and exevery home in South Kentutky."
cessions, all Sources, 77; amount of
pect.to
relieve Bro. O. of the work
Send 'mElsample copies, and I shaH
expenses on road; $100.20; amount
this year.
take pleasure in trying to increase
received for my services, $570.68;
Wickliffe has decided not to have
your bit of "Purchase" readers.
amount paid for all kinds of missions,
regular preaching this year of grace.
Bro. 1. H. Teel, of Oentral Oity, Ky.,
$22.40. My work will be with the
The
little band there have succeeded
was in the Purchase recently.
He
church at Abbott, MiSS., next year.
in bUilding a good subs~antial frame
was well received by the brethren
We would like to have some good, enhouse
60x40. It is not furnished yet,
wherever
he went.
He convassed
ergetic young man to take my field
heither is it free from debe. This is
several congregations from our South
for next year.
We have ceiled our
a
mission point, and a very importKentucky work.
His success was
house at Abbott this year, and have a
ant
one indeed.
Wickliffe is the
splendid.
The amount pledged
at
good Endeavor at work, hence all
county-seat of Ballard 00., Ky. Its
Hickman is nearly fifty dollars.
One
parts are moving off nicely.
Your
population is about 1,300. The busibrother gives $20.00. Several raised
brother,
J. M. TALLEY.
ness 'of the town has been good for
their pledge over last year.
Some
,/
•
two
years.
I am glad to say our
Lade liberal contributions,
who had
MISSOURI.
South Kentucky Association has done
not given before.
a good part
by Wickliffe, and is
Our loved and lovable Bro. R. A.
KANSAS OITY: Ohurch Extension
ready and anxious to aid the work
Oeok, of FUlton, has been unaminousReceipts._A falling off the third week
further.
The Association realizes the
ly recalled to preach for Bardwell
of December of $148.34. Oomparing
importance
of the place.
Some of
congregation this year.
Tbis will be
the tnird week of December, 1896,
the "salt of the eartb" is to be found
llis third year with the brethren at
with the same time last year, the rein W. Brethren of South Kentucky,
that place.
He has some time that
sult stands as follows, for Ohurch Exwhat next? Another "Rally," another
he could give to other pastoral charges
Extension:
This year, contributing
meeting'
of the brethren, to discuss S.
and holding meetings.
He is one of
churches, '29, amount $141.01; last
S., O. E" Missionary, O. W. B.M.,
the ablest men among the ablest.
year,
contributing
churches,
55,
&c. work.
A meeting similar to the
Our young Bro. E. M. Waits is now
amount, $289.35; Lossin contributing
One held in Olinton two years ago.
the "preacher
in charge't. of the
churches, 26, a~ount, $148.34. ReYou
will be notified of the time and
Ohristian church at Fulton, Ky. Bro.
mittances should be made to
place in time.
Let the brethren who
W. came to Fulton in July.
He has
G. W. MUCKLEY,001'. Bee.
are familiar with the work done hereendeared himself to the saintil, and
600 Water Works Bldg.
tofore write to me, giving suggestion,
his praise is in the mouth 'of all his
..•
&c.
Elder
W. H. Pinkerton,
of
members.
He is a man Whom good
We have received an inVitation to
Paducah, and James H. Brooks, of
men will always love. Bro. J. H.
attend
the wedding of Dr. L. P. MeHickman, are the committee on proROUlhac, of Union Oity, Tenn., is the
QUistian, our old Kentucky friend,
gram.
In
reply
to
notice
sent
out,
minister of the word at Greenwood,
which is to take place at Paris, Texas,
last week, here is by first print from
a most excellent
congregation
in
on
the 7th. Oongratulations,
dear
Bro. W. A. Gibson, our "Bishop"
of
Hickman 00., Ky. Bro. Roulhac was
Doctor.
Mayfield.
"I am in full accord with
Greenwood's
first preacher twenty
•
you in the matter of the Rally."
years ago. He served the church
"My
heart
is
in
that
work,
and
I
feel
about 14 years.
He preached
for
The Two Ships.
taat many Such meetings should be
them last year, and they have shown
held."
Brethren in Western Tenn.
good wisdom in retaining such an efBRET HART.
ficient V. D. M.
may be ready to nswer our call,
As I stand by the cross on the lone mountai n's crest,
"Oome over, and help us make this
The church at Olinton is still pastorLOoking Over the ultimate sea;
Rally
the
rallyingest
rally,
one
ever
less. They need a preacher.
They
In the gloom of the mountain, a ship lies
saw."
I have some time I can de.
at rest,
have a good parsonage hard by the
And one sails away from the lea.
vote to pastoral
and evangelistic
church house.
The brethren
and
One spreads its white Wings on a far reachwork.
Yours in broth'erly kindness,
sisters there would do well for a good
ing track,
JAMES
H. BROOKS.
With ~enn~nt and sheet flOWing free;
man. The last year I was witb them,
One hides In the shadow, with salls laid
they paid nearly $800.00 to all pur--aback,
poses. Thi'l is liberal when it is reThe ship that is waiting for me.
MISSISSlffI.
membered that a small number only
But 10, in the distance, the clouds break
MCOOMBOITY: I am going to make
share in tbis grace of giVing. They
away,
it
a
point
to
work
for
the
MESSENGER
The gate's glowing portals I see;
can sustain a man half his time.
The
And I hear from the outgoing ship, in the
and ie alone the coming year.
I like
diffiCUlty is no congregation
near
bay,
your arrangement.
there is pleased to co operate in emThe song of the sailors in glee.
I held a Short meeting at Port VinSo I think of the luminous footprints that
loyinga preacher.' Bro. T. F. Owens,
bare
cent, La" last week.
Had two addi.
f Milburn, Ky., is open for engageThe comfort o'er dark Gallilee,
tions, one anM. E. preacher, the othAnJ wait for the signal togo to the shore
To the ship that is waiting for me.
'
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'To Subscribers.
We rarely ever say
anything in these columns about our subscribers "paying up."
We
want to say now in large
type, once for all, that we
not only want those in
arrears to "settle up," but
we are going to adopt a
I

CASH IN rADVANCE
system. Those over one
year in arrears, will be
dropped at once, unless
they pay up. Pay up before you order the paper
discontinued.
We dont
propose to pUblish a paper for people who wont
pay for it, for such readers do not apprediate it.
Again: Let us suggest to
those who have the welfare of the MESSENGER
at heart, that a paper
needs something more
substantial to operate on
than "good will." We appreciate good wishes, but
the mortal DOLLAR will

go much farther in pay-ing rents, printers, buying paper, paying postage, etc. &c. Are you a
friend? This means U.
We don't want to lose a
single subscriber, but a
name without the money
is like "faith
without
•
works," dead, with a big
D. Send money in any
legitimate way, to
IVIessef)gep JUo.b. @o.,
Nashville, Tenn.

...••.....•..........•...••................•.•.................•.•....
NEW--T895.

~ Gospel Call
CHOICE SONGS
• FOR.

Church, Revival, Christian

Endeavor

and Sunday-School,
BY

J. V. Coomb&and W. E. M. "ackleman.
Price. 2$ cts. per copy-Postpaid .
• 2.60 per doz.; '20.00 per hundred-NOr Pre".Id.
FnoIl

PAPER.

WELL

BOUND.

ITANDSOME BO.UID

COVlllB.

ContaIns 185songs, and Is, In sIze and genel'lll make·
up, equal to any 35C. book on the market, yet Jt Is sold 30%
cheaper. It contaIns musIc for all occasIons, by over 80
of the best writers of the day, such as Will L. Thompson,
Excell, Bllhorn, Sweeney, KIrkpatrIck, Showalter, Fill·
more, Reese, GabrIel, Hawes, Lorenz, Miller, Baltzell,
Ogden, Rosecrans, Glfre, Hudson, Palmer, Root, etc.
Also some hymns from such wrIters as Gottschalk, Gou·
nod, Mozart, Haydn, Handel, Conkey, Hatton, Monk.
Mason, Bradbury, Nagell. Emerson. etc.

Vsed by 15 Evangellsts

and Singers.
CompareThis Book With Others.
REMEMBER. T"E PRICE.

Inn

TOUR ORDER TO

Messenger Publishing Co.,

__

MASHVILLE,

•••••••••••••..•..............

_

TFNN.

-

Book-bindery, job work, publishing.
of any kind done by us on short notice.
Send us on your orders.
MESSENGER PUB. CO.,
Nashville, Tenn.

I

,
'
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societies and 108 Juniors.
These reports would be still better if all societies were enrolled, but the State Superintendents find it very hard to obtain exact figures. Would it not be a
good plan to report at least your existence to the State Superintendent?
and in reporting that much, it would
be easy to add such items as membership, special work, contributions, etc.

$.
'-t. JE. IDepartment.
............. _ .._---- ..... .............•••••

Prayer Meeting Topic for Jan. 3."What
prayer should do for the
Christian.
1 Kings 8: 22-40.
Prayer Meeting Topic for Jan. 10."Spiritual Power-whence
it comes,
and how to get it."
Phil. 4: 4-13.
A happy New Year, fellow-Endeavoren j may the days it brings be full
of greater usefulness, and so, happier,
than those that have passed, is the
MESSENGER'Swish for you, one and
all, wherever it may find you.
Ninety-seven is still very young'so young that many of the fair, clean
pages turned last Friday are still
white. How many will remain so
throughout the year depends on the
strength gained from previous victories and the first clause of the pledge.
"Trusting,"
tha keynote of Christia~ Endeavor, without which the
pledge would be the height of arrogance and mockery of human weakness j with it, what a power for good,
only those who have taken it can tell.
At the beginning of anything it is
always well to look around us long
enough to know wheI-e we stand.
As
fellow-workers we know very little of
each other, consequently cannot take
the interest that we should in the societies round about j and this is not so
much from indifference as' from ignorance.
We simply are not well acquainted with each other.
There is
undoubted
inspiration
in numbers
which nothing else can give. A single
society may become discouragedmost likely will if it wraps itself in its
own affairs-but
it will surely be
strengthened
by the knowledge that
thousands of others are at work with
the same end in view j that the motto
for all is " For Christ and the Church."
If any society forgets that motto, its
embers have no right to call themselves Christian Endeavorers, for one
of the most important
principles of
Christian Endeavor is loyalty to the
local church j its prime object is to
make its members more active and
useful in their own church.
We wish every Disciple could be familiar with the report which our National Superintendent read at Springfield last October.
He urges the importance of the work on the older
heads-the
importance of guiding and
helping the young p.eople, many of
whOtllllhad gone to wo..rk long before
ct.r,i!l~
}Jlndeav9r was considered

worthy of recognition
national conventions.

by any of our

This same superintendent, J. Z. Ty_
While we may be justly proud that
ler, is to-day a white-haired
man,
our young people stand so well as
but to show how young at heart he is,
compared with the denominations,
we have only to relate an incident conwe must not forget that however
nected with the Cleveland Convention,
large the whole may btl, it is efficient
when he was chairman of the Execin exact proportion to the activity ot
utive Committe, and his colleagues
the units composing it. ODe of the
decided that his initials rnust surely
best ways for Endeavorers to do good
stand for" Joyous and Zealous."
We
work ill to keep in touch with others,
might put the report in a nutshell and
for this giveR them new ideas and
say that there are in the Christian
stimulates to greater activity.
Church 3655 societies of Christian Endeavor.
But to be more definite, supWe want to begin this department of
pose we take some of the items which
the MESSENGERwith the request that
will both encourage and stimulate us,
every society will send us news of its
for what has been done in states can
progress.
If you have found success
be done in all. Illinois has 537 sociin certain methods, tell us what they
eties, 123 of which are Juniors, with
are. Your plans may not be practia membership of 16,000! and geocable for all, but they may be modigraphically speaking, Illinois is but
fied, enlarged, or adapted; or they
little larger than Tennessee. Ohio 1:as
miY suggest something else. Tell}~s
52 societies, with 18,500 members.
how you conduct your consecration
These are the states where Christian
meetings j how your
committees
Endeavor
is well established, and
work; how you make tne regular
where it did not have to encounter
prayer meetings helpful and interestthe opposition that has hindered its
ing. Will you not do this?
growth in the South. In Georgia
The Clarksville Mission band has
there are nine societies, one of them
given
during the past year to missions
a Junior j and Alabama has nine, four
$35.27.
Of this amount $20 was sent
of them being Juniors.
Quite a difto the C. W. B. M. tor the work in Inference from Ohio, yet it must be redia; while $15.27 was devoted to State
membered that in the Souther:n states,
work.
This band is made up of the
we have few churches, many of them
little
tots,
but their report is one that
'being in the country.
Under such
older workers might be proud of.
conditions the work done and the good
accomplished cannot be reckoned by
Send all communications to
numbers only.
Tennessee
has 21
ETHEL STREATOR,.
Young People's societies and 10 JuClarksville, Tenn.
niors, with a menbership of 850. Last
•
year there were only 16 societies in
The kind of world one carries about
all. This is a gain of almost 100 per
in one's self is the important thing,
cent, and we doubt if any state can
and the world outside takes all its
show a greater increase per cent. Our
grace, color, and value from that.State Superintendent says, " We stand
Lowell.
numerically third in the state, but I
think we shall soon be in the front
CHRISTIAN DEPOSITORY.
rank.
Syst~matic giving and the organizing of Sunday schools seem to be
Give your children pure literature,
and you will reap pure thoughts.
the chief features of our work.
Our
Give them "light" reading, and you
societies contributed $250 to missions
will reap light thoughts.
last year.
This is encouraging for Tennessee,
yet this is not all. John Willis Baer,
Secretary of the United Society, says
in his last official report: "The Presbyterians still lead, with 5,458 Young
People's societies and 2,599 Juniors;
the Congregationalists
have 4,109
Young People's societies, and 2,077
Juniors; the Disciples of Christ and
Christians have 2,941 Young People's

Pure Literature, Bibles, Testaments,
Song Books, Bible Dictionaries, all
books reviewed in this column, &c.,
&c., can be obtained by writing to the
address below.
The Christian Sunday· School Series
are the BEST. Write for samplesfree upon application.

W M. S. BROADHURST,
p.

•
419 W. Main Street,
O. BOX646.
LOUISVILLE,K'Y.
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NashuillB ChaHanooua i 81.
Louis Railwau,

W. AMMERMAN, D. O.

MRS. L. O. AMMERMAN, D. O.

J

FRANKLIN

The Glleat Thlloogh Call noote

. The New Drugless Science of Healing Without

-VIA

KNIFE

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN.
The equipment and service of this line
is equal to any in the country, and carries
the traveler through the most picturesque
portion of the South.
More than fifty
famous
battlefields and five National
cemeteries are located on and near this
great railway system between Hickman,
Ky., Nashville, Tenn., and Atlanta, Ga.
The Dixie Flyer Through SleepinKCars
/ire run between Nashville and Jacksonvilie,Fla.,the year round via Chattanooga,
Lookout Mountain, Atlanta, Macon, etc.
Through sleeping cars between St. Louis
and Atlanta, to be extended to run between
. St. Louis and Jacksonvilh:,
Fla., during
the winter tourist season.
For information with reference to the
resources, climate, soil, water power, timber, 10~atiC'n for manufactories
and for
colonies or homes for thrifty settlers, write
J. B. Killebrew, Im'TJigration Agent,Nashville, Tenn.
For information as to rates, through
car service, etc., write R. C. Cowardin.
Western Pass. Agent, Railway Exchange
Building, St. Louis, MO.; J. H. Latimer,
Southeastern Pass. Agent, Atlanta, Ga.;
J. L. Edmondson, S"uthern Pass. Agent,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. L. DANLEY,
G. P. & T. A., Nashville, Tenn.

KENTUCKY .

OR MEDICINE!

We Treat Chronic Diseases Only! Female Diseases
A Specialty!
THE science of osteopathy was originated and developed by Dr.
A. T. Still, of Kirksville, Mo. This science depends upon the principles of Anatomy and Physiology for its results. It is a system of
treating disease without drugs by the correct adjustment of the bones
and their attachments, and through them other parts of the body
in order that all parts may perform their functions in harmony.
The object of Osteopathic Treatment is to establish the freedom
of action of all fluids, forces or substances pertaining to hfe.
CONSULTATION FREE!

This
establishment

space is reserved for Stieff's Jewelery
of the kind

in the

Store, the Largest

South.

BUY A DOCTOR.
COSTS ONLY $5.

The Hygienic Hot Air· and Vapor (Folding) Bath is the
Best Pbysicial1 on Earth.
You can h,we in your room an improved Russian and Turkish,
Hot Air Vapor, Alcol.lOl, Oxygen, Perfnmed, Mineral, Sulphur or
Hot Sprin,g-s Bath
Indorsed by Medical and Hygienic Journals, Sanitariums,
Hospital~, State In~titutions, and eminent physicians in all parts of
the United States.
It cures Rheum",tism, Syphilis, and Female
Troubles, Rkin and Blood Diseases, Liver and Kidney'I'roubles,
Catarrh, Dropsy, Nervousness, Malaria, and Bilious Troubles. Unsuppassed for making' a beautiful complexion.
It is an infallible remedy for Sleeplessness.
WILL GIVE
A BETTERBATHTHAN ANY WATERONEARTH. Weight 5 pounds.
AGENTS WANTED.

HYGIENIC BATH M'P'G. CO., Nashville,

Caskey's
NO~
. The Mountain R~sorts of VirgInIa, the WhIte
Mountains and thll Seaside of New England, the
Thousand Island~. the Lake and Forest Resorts
of Michigan Wisconsin and Minnesota, th"
Yellowstone Park and the Resorts 01 Colorado,
are all quickly l'eached by the
NEW

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICEro

ST. LOUIS CHICAGO
CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE

Tenn ..

Last Book.

READY.

An interesting book of about 300 pages, handsomely bound in flex ..•
) ible cloth cover prepaid, for ONE DOLLAR, 6r in paper binding prepaiP for SEVENTY-FIVE
CENTS.
This contains, besides an interesting Auto-biography of Bro. Oaskey, some of his finest pronudions,
never before published.
Order now.
MESSENGER
PUB. CO.
208 College !'treet,
NASHVILLE, TENN.

maintained by the

ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R.
Tourist Rates and close connections. Ask yom
Joca1 railroad ticket agent for p"rtlculars.
•••.H. HANSON,G. P. A., W. A.KELLOND.A. G. P••••
Chicago.

New Or.leans.

'Vhen writing to advertisers,
~tion this paper.

men-

TENNESSEE

MISSIONS.

B

OARDING in a First-crass house is a
luxury, when the charge~ are reason.

DAY:
For Tenable. When any of the friends of this pamissions first Lord's day in
per visit Nashvill~, they can find such a
MISSIONARY DVY: For all christian Boarding house by calling on Mrs. S. A.
churches in Tennessee, first Lord's
McAllister, 204 s. High street.
day in October.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

nessee
April.
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We desire to extend the circulation of the GOSPEL MESSENGER,well, we don't care how large it grows, the more it grows, the better we
will be pleased.
While on general principles we don't believe much in the
"PREMIUM PLAN," yet a great many people expect to get a great deal
for a mighty little, and its customary for publishers of papers to be very
liberal with their patrons, in order to hold them.
So we had as well be a
little generous as anyone, in fact we don't propose to be surpassed in this
excellent grace.
We propose theretore to make the Biggest offer of the
year to getters up of clubs of NEW subscribers to the MESSENGER, or old
ones who, if in arears, will PAY UP and then pay for another year IN AD·
VANCE.

THE OFFER
Is simply this:

to a club of

4 ~.A.IVI8~ with $6.00
we will send the GOSPELMESSENGERone year,and also a copy of "The Hard
Times, The Cause and the Remedy," to each of the 4 names, and we will
also give a copy of the paper and the book to the one getting up the club.
all postage prepaid.
This in cold figures would look as follows:
5 Copies Gospel Messenger one year,
$5.00
5 Copies Hard Times, prepaid,
5.00
Total,

$10.00

We put all of this now to the club for ~ price, or $5.00.
We have several hundred copies of this valuable 318 page, beautiful
cloth bound book on o.ur shelves, that should be out among the people being
read and doing good, hence we make this extreme low figure on them, an.
prepay the postage.
The~e books retail at $1.00 each, and should be in the
hands of everyone who wants to•...
be posted on the reform movements
of
the day.

REMEMBER THE TERMS.
Anyone can get up a club each of the four subscribers to the GOSPEL
MESSENGERgets a copy of the paper one year, and for one dollar it is possibly the cheapest paper in the brotherhood.
Then the club raiser gets a
copy of this good book, prepaid.
Thus for $1.25 each or $5.00 for the four
subscribers, and the one who gets up the club can,each have a copy of the
paper and a copy of the book.
This is an inducement that hundreds of people should jump at, and we
believe they will. But the money must accompany the names in every event.
Addrel!ls,

Y»K ~R88KNGKR PUBhI )HING CO~PANY,
NA$H'Yltr~£, ~£NN.
Will accept notes for tuition, or can
~eposit money in banl< until position
•
IS secured.
Carfare paid.
NovacaSend for free \IIustrated
catalogue.
(Mention this paper)

POSITIONS GUARANTEED
Draughon'SG
Practical 7c

tion.

Enter at any time.

Cheap board.

Nashville, Tenn"
Texarkana, Tex,

Penmanship,
Shorthand,
Typewriting.
I'elegraphy,
etc:. The most thorough,
, practical audprogressive schools of the kind m the world, and the best patronized ones in the South.
Indorsed by bankers} merchants, ministers,and others. Four weeks in DookkeepinK with us are equal
to twelve weeks by tne old plan. Their President, ]. F. Draughon, is author of 'Draughon's
New
System of Bookkeeping, •• which caunot be taught in al'V other school.
given to any college if we can'1ot show mule written applications for bookkeel'ers and
,
stenographers, received in the ,ast twelve months} than any other five Business Colleges
in the South,all "combined," can showto have received i'1 the past jive years. We expend more
money in the interest 0 f our Employment
J epartment ~han most llusmess Colle~es take in as
tuition.
S 5 OQ. DO-Amount
we have deposited in bank as a guarantee that we have 1n the past fulfilled. ana will IU the future fulfill, our guarantee contracts.
HOMB STUDY.-We
have prepared,
especially for home study, books on Bookkeeping, Shorthand and Penmanship.
Write for price list •
•• PROI". ]. F. DRA\JGHON, Nashville.-I
now have a position as bookkeeper and stenographer
for the Southern Grocery Company, ofthis place; salary, $';5.00 per month. I owel t allto your bOoks
,on book-keeping and shorthand prepared for home study.-lrIArmstronz,
Pine Bluil. Ar •••••
Bookkeeping,

$6 0 0 0 0

The MESSENGER remams only ONE DOLLtR a year.

A BILLto prohibit the sale of liquor
in the national capitol has passed the
lower house and is now in the hands
of the Committee on Public Buildings
of the senate.
It seems exceedingly
strange that, with our enligbtenment
on this subject, there should be any
opposition to this measure, but ten
chances to one it will never get out of
the vaults of the committee.
The
real truth is the liquor business is
afraid that something will occur that
will appear that we as a nation are
stigmatizing the business.
Why will
we tolerate in the heart of our capitol
what we will not tolerate
near a
school house?
Why raise the boy
away from the saloon and then, if he
is smart enough when grown up, dump
him into one? Why not seize this
opportunity to stigmatize th::l business.

.-

BALTIMORE& OHIO SOUTHWESTERN
RAILWAYin connection with ILLINOIS
CENTRALROUTE-An Ideal ServiceNew Orleans, Jackson, Memphis and
Paducah, via Louisville, coimel ting in
Union Station, Cincinnati, with B. &
O. S·W. Ry. trains for Columbus,
Pittsburg, Parkersburg,
Washington,
D. C., Baltimore, Philadelphia
and
New York.

SltotH ft'IETltOD BlBItE STUDY.
Busy People's Bible course of forty
lessons. Also a comprehensive course
for advanced students.
On receipt of
a stamp we will mail you sample lesson for examination, you agreeing to
return it in a week if you decide not
to enter.
Lessons at home by mail,
and diploma in twenty months.
Address:
Correspondence
Bible
School, Canton, Mo.
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R-I'P'A'N'S
The modern standard Family MediClOe :
Cures the
common every-day
ills of humanity.

W

Z

o

The Northfield Year Book recently gave
a sample sheet of an account between a
farmer and the Lord, as follows:
JOHN SMITH

In account with His Master, the Lord of
the whoie earth.
To ten showers of rain
on his fields ilt $25 per shower, $250; to
two extra .showers at a critical period, $50
each $100; to sixty days of sunshine at $5,
$300. Total,
$650. Per contra:
By
amount given for pastor's salary, $10; by
amount given for Home Missions, $25: by
amount given tor Foreign Missions, $10.
Total, $10.35.
Was this you. brother?
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1II1i,\nJ BUSIMESS
l'I~~~
l'v n
G01l606.
, 2d 800r Cumberland Presbyterian Pub. House.

Can be Found in the Supel1b
Attt no om

NASHVILLE.

TENN.

A practical Bchool of established reputation.
No catcbpenny methodA. Busine88 men reoom·
, mend this College. Write for circulars. Men.
\ion tbia P'P"'i. ~~d~E~NINGS. hINCIPO\L.

ef flje

Pbillips &
:fButtorff
~fg. <.to.

'Wlben 'ttta\?eUn6

mahe 'lAomfstahe,
BUT

SEE THAT YOUR
READS VIA

TICKETS

217 •..2211Rortb <rollege st.

1Rasb"iUe, Uenn.
THE HOME OF THE ENTERPRISE STOVES ANDRANGES. A most gorgeous display of true ART in China, Cut Glass and Bric-a-Brac.
Even the
Commonplace outfit for the Kitchen exhibited in most pleasing array.
A
tour of Nashville is incomplete until this vast establishment is visited.
Stoves, Mantles, Grates, Tinware, Woode_Jware, Glassware.
A Hearty Welcome Awaits You .

ALL

.•

~ NashvillelShorthand Institute ~
~ ~ Tennessee Business College,
~l'(l.S1,'yfel'i~1)
~u1,lis~i1):gfleuse, 1&>0

••.

IJ €~el'l''y ~fr.~~f,

---ALEXANDERFALL, President.

Sl!OnTl!IlNO,
TVPEWnITING,
BOO~~EEPING,
TEllEGnllPRV,
PENMANSl!IP
e=

RfiD RItIt EfiGItISli BnRfiGliES TflOnOUGlilt Y TRUGliT.

For full information, call on your nearest Queen & Crescent Ticket Agent, or
address:
W. B. MCGROARTY,
T. P. A.,
JACKSON, MISS·

R. H. GARRATT,

=:::s..

A. G. P. A.,
NEW ORLEANS,

'ttuttion Wltbtn tbe 1Reacb of :au I.I.I.
I.I.I.Goo~ ~oatttona fot :au 'Wlben Gl.ualtfte~.

<tomplete <rourae, 1bomeltke (l;on\Jeniencea.
$pIenNt> Bpartmenta ~\lwa\?a <rIean,
(l;oot>':moart>at mot>erate 1Rat(!a.
erfect Satisfaction

Given or Money Refunded.

~

CALL

FOR TERMS.

~

~J??::z=-_o'-'-o='§=~-

OR WRITE

LA.

I. HARDY,
G,; P. A.,
NEW ORLEANS,

LA.

WANTED-AN
IDEA~~~~~f~:~
thing to patent?
Protect-your ideas; they may
bring

Write JOHN WEDDERAttorneys, Washington,
$1,800 prize ofter.

you wealth.

BUttN & CO., Patent
D. Coo for their

Nashville, Tennessee.

Paints, Oil and Window Glass.
Doors, Blinds and Glazed Windows. Artists'
Materials and Mathematical Instruments.

TRADE MARKS,
DE.IONS.
CO'YRIOHTS &I.e.
Anyone sending a sketcb aId description may
quickly ascertain, free, wbetk!r an invention is
probably patentable.
ComlDlnlcatlons strictly
confldentlal. Oldest 8jlency ftrsecurlng patenta
In America. We bave a Vf8sblngton olllce.
Patents taken throl1j(h Mann &; CO. receive
apeclal notice In the

SCIENTIFIO

ANERICAN,

beautifully tIlustrated, lam_t circulation of
any~scientlfJc journal. week.1J",termsf3.00 ~ year;
'1.50 siX months.
Specimen copies and HAND
BOOB: ON PATENTS sent fre4 Addre81

MUNN &. Co.,
361 Broadway, N_ York.

---Let us hope that Bcienle, commerce,
and labor will flourish, lor the shedding of blood is a thankless business.

